More choices than ever before for no-limits lighting design

You love to light, layer and illuminate spaces that make a statement. You've been asking us for more options, a smaller aperture, one-frame... well, we listened.

All luminaires feature:
- New 3" aperture for the UniFrame series platform
- Round and Square apertures
- Downlight, Adjustable accent and Wall wash configurations
- New 1" regress trim options
- 2-step color consistency and 90 CRI as a standard
- Versatile installation options including:
  - New construction Non-IC, AirSeal IC, and Remodeler
  - Up to 1800 lumens delivered
  - Adjustable accent provides 45° vertical aiming
C3R / C3S  Calculite LED
Round and Square 3" aperture downlights

Features
Aperture: 3" round/square
Efficacy: up to 100 lm/w
Lumens: 500–1800
Watts: 7–20 W
Volts: 120–277 V, 347 V (50/60 Hz)
CRI: 90 (min)
CCT: 2700–4000 K
Dimming: 0–10 V, ELV
Lifetime: 56,000 hrs (L70)
Warranty: 5 year

Tool-free installation using modular quick connect technology

The adjustable accent features MesoOptics optical film to enhance optical performance. These films assist in reducing spill and providing homogeneous white light with the added benefit of optimizing luminaire efficiency. More light, better light, and lower energy!

VisitSignify.com/warranties for more information on Signify’s standard 5-year limited warranty.

See C3R & C3S specification sheets for additional drawings and technical information.

The information presented in this document is not intended as any commercial offer and does not form part of any quotation or contract.